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In the context of second-order polynomial-time computability, we prove that there is no
general function space construction. We proceed to identify restrictions on the domain or
the codomain that do provide a function space with polynomial-time function evaluation
containing all polynomial-time computable functions of that type.
As side results we show that a polynomial-time counterpart to admissibility of a rep-
resentation is not a suitable criterion for natural representations, and that the Weihrauch
degrees embed into the polynomial-time Weihrauch degrees.
1 Introduction
Computable analysis (e.g. [36]) deals with computability questions for operators from analysis
such as integration, dierentiation, Fourier transformation, etc.. In general, the actual compu-
tation is envisioned to be performed on innite sequences over some nite or countable alphabet,
this model is then lifted to the spaces of interest by means of representations. Thus, an ade-
quate choice of representations for the various relevant spaces is the crucial foundation for any
investigation in computable analysis.
At rst, the search for good representations proceeded in a very ad-hoc fashion, exemplied
by Turing's original denition of a computable real number as one with computable decimal
expansion [33] and later correction to one with a computable sequence of nested rational intervals
collapsing to the number [34]1.
The development of more systematic techniques to identify good representations had two
interlocked main components: One, the identication of admissibility as the central criterion
whenever the space in question already carries a natural topology by Kreitz and Weihrauch
[22] and later Schroder [32]. Two, the observation that one can form function spaces in the
category of represented spaces (e.g. [35], [2]). Using the ideas of synthetic topology [10], this
suces to obtain good representations of spaces just from their basic structure2 (demonstrated
in [26]).
While computable analysis has obtained a plethora of results, for a long time the aspect
of computational complexity has largely been conned to restricted settings (e.g. [37]) or non-
uniform results (e.g. [21]). This was due to the absence of a suciently general theory of second-
order polynomial-time computability { a gap which was lled by Cook and the rst author in
[17]. This theory can be considered as a renement of the computability theory. In particular,
Arno Pauly has since moved to the Department d'Informatique, Universite Libre de Bruxelles, Brussels,
Belgium.
1This choice of a representation, which is indeed a correct one, is credited to Brouwer by Turing.
2The concept of structure here goes beyond topologies, as witnessed e.g. by the treatment of hyperspaces of
measurable sets and functions in [27, 28] or of the countable ordinals in [24, 23].
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Machine
u F (ϕ)(u)
q ϕ(q)
Oracle
Figure 1: A machine computing a function F : Reg! Reg.
this means that for doing complexity theory, one has to choose well-behaved representations for
polynomial-time computation out of the equivalence classes w.r.t. computable translations.
Various results on individual operators have been obtained in this new framework [15, 18,
19, 30], leaving the eld at a very similar state as the early investigation of computability in
analysis: While some indicators are available what good choices of representations are, an overall
theory of representations for computational complexity is missing. Our goal here is to provide
the rst steps towards such a theory by investigating the role of admissibility and the presence
of function spaces for polynomial-time computability.
2 Background on second-order polynomial-time computability
We will use (a certain class of) string functions to encode the objects of interest. We x some
alphabet . We say that a (total) function ' :  !  is regular if it preserves relative lengths
of strings in the sense that j'(u)j  j'(v)j whenever juj  jvj. We write Reg for the set of
all regular functions. We restrict attention to regular functions (rather than using all functions
from  to ) to keep the notion of their size (to be dened shortly) simple.
We use an oracle Turing machine (henceforth just \machine") to convert regular functions
to regular functions (Figure 1).
Denition 1. AmachineM computes a partial function F : Reg! Reg if for any ' 2 domF ,
the machine M on oracle ' and any string u outputs F (')(u) and halts.
Remark 2. For computability, this is equivalent to the model where a Turing machine converts
innite strings to innite strings. For the discussion of polynomial-time computability, however,
we really need to use strings functions in order to encode information eciently and to measure
the input size, as we will see below.
Regular functions map strings of equal length to strings of equal length. Therefore it makes
sense to dene the size j'j : N! N of a regular function ' to be the (non-decreasing) function
j'j(juj) = j'(u)j. We will use Mon to denote the strictly monotone functions from N to N. For
technical reasons, we will tacitly restrict ourselves to those regular functions ' with j'j 2Mon,
this does not impede generality3.
We will make use of a polynomial-time computable pairing function h; i :    ! ,
which we want4 to satisfy jhu; vij = maxfjuj jvj; 2g. This is then lifted to a pairing function on
Reg via h'; i(u) = h'(u);  (u)i, and to a mixed pairing function for h ; i : Reg! Reg.
3Given some ' 2 Reg, let '0 be dened by '0(v) = v'(v). Then the function 0 : Reg ! Reg is polynomial-
time computable, and has a polynomial-time computable inverse. Moreover, j'0j 2Mon for all ' 2 Reg.
4While this choice is a bit wasteful, it is useful for technical reasons, and ultimately does not matter for
polynomial-time computability.
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Now we want to dene what it means for a machine to run in polynomial time. Since j'j
is a function, we begin by dening polynomials in a function, following the idea of Kapron and
Cook [14]. Second-order polynomials (in type-1 variable L and type-0 variable n) are dened
inductively as follows: a positive integer is a second-order polynomial; the variable n is also a
second-order polynomial; if P and Q are second-order polynomials, then so are P + Q, P  Q
and L(P ). An example is
L
 
L(n  n)+ L L(n)  L(n)+ L(n) + 4: (1)
A second-order polynomial is constant, if it contains neither L or n. A non-constant second-order
polynomial P species a function, which we also denote by P , that takes functions L 2Mon to
another function P (L) 2Mon in the obvious way. For example, if P is the above second-order
polynomial (1) and L(n) = n2, then P (L) is given by
P (L)(n) =
 
(n  n)22 + (n2  n2)2 + n2 + 4 = 2  n8 + n2 + 4: (2)
As in this example, P (L) is a (usual rst-order) polynomial if L is.
Denition 3. A machine M runs in polynomial time if there is a second-order polynomial P
such that, given any ' 2 Reg as oracle and any u 2  as input, M halts within P (j'j)(juj)
steps.
This denes the class of (polynomial-time) computable functions from Reg to Reg. We can
suitably dene some other complexity classes related to nondeterminism or space complexity, as
well as the notions of reduction and hardness [17].
A representation  of a setX is formally a partial function fromReg toX that is surjective|
that is, for each x 2 X, there is at least one ' 2 Reg with (') = x. We say that ' is a -name
of x. A represented space is a pair X = (X; X) of a set X together with a representation X of
it. For a function f : X ! Y between represented spaces X, Y and F : Reg ! Reg, we
call F a realizer of f (notation F ` f), i Y (F (p)) = f(X(p)) for all p 2 dom(fX). A map
between represented spaces is called (polynomial-time) computable, i it has a (polynomial-time)
computable realizer.
Type-2 complexity theory generalizes classical complexity theory, as we can regard the ob-
jects of the latter as special Reg-represented spaces. In the following, we will in particular
understand N to be represented via N(') = j'(0)j, i.e. using an adaption of the unary repre-
sentation (although not much would change if the binary representation were used instead).
By using the pairing function h i : Reg  Reg ! Reg, we can dene the product of
represented spaces via (X; X)  (Y; Y ) = (X  Y; XY ) where XY is in turn dened by
XY (h'; i) = (X('); Y ( )). Furthermore, we make use of binary and countable coproducts,
introduced via (X; X) + (Y; Y ) = (f0g  X [ f1g  Y; X+Y ) with X+Y (h0; i) = (0; X())
and X+Y (h1; i) = (1; Y ()); as well as
`
n2N(Xn; Xn) =
S
n2Nfng Xn; `n2NXn

with
`
n2NXn(hn; i) = (n; Xn()).
3 Some properties of second-order polynomials
We will establish some properties of second-order polynomials as the foundation for our further
investigations. Our primary interest is in capturing the rates of asymptotic growth in both argu-
ments, or, rather, a generalization of the notion of asymptotic growth of rst-order polynomials
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(and functions in general) to second-order polynomials (and functionals in general). We arrive
at the following denition:
Denition 4. Let P , Q be second-order polynomials. We write P 2 O2(Q) i
9q 2Mon; k 2 N 8p 2Mon; n 2 N P (p)(n)  Q(p q)((n+ 2)k)
We subsequently introduce the notion of the second-order degree of a second-order polyno-
mial { just as the rst-order degree is intricately to asymptotic growth of rst-order polynomials,
the second-order degree will prove to be a valuable tool in the classications required for our
work.
Denition 5 (5). The second-order degree of a second-order polynomial (denoted by deg) will
be dened interleaved with its type (type), which is only used for the denition here:
 deg(1) = 0, type(1) =m
 deg(n) = 0, type(n) =m
 deg(P + Q) = maxfdeg(P ); deg(Q)g, if type(P ) = a ^ deg(P )  deg(Q) or type(Q) =
a ^ deg(Q)  deg(P ), then type(P +Q) = a, else type(P +Q) =m.
 deg(L(P )) = deg(P ) + 1, type(L(P )) = a
 deg(P  Q) = maxfdeg(P ); deg(Q)g + 1, if P and Q are non-constant, and type(P ) =
a ^ deg(P )  deg(Q) or type(Q) = a ^ deg(Q)  deg(P )
 deg(P Q) = maxfdeg(P ); deg(Q)g else
 type(P Q) = a, if P is constant and type(Q) = a, or Q is constant and type(P ) = a
 type(P Q) =m, else
Informally, the degree counts the number of nested function applications plus the number
of type 1 polynomials of degree greater than 1 applied intermittently. A related notion is the
depth of a second-order polynomial introduced as a measure of complexity by Kapron and
Cook [14]. The depth simply counts the number of nested function applications, we thus nd
that depth(P )  degP  2 depth(P ) for all second-order polynomials P (and for xed depth,
the degree can vary over the entire interval given). A further related concept { the hyperdegree
{ was recently suggested by Ziegler [38], this is a rst-order polynomial describing, in some
sense, the rate of growth of the second-order polynomial. The precise relationship between the
hyperdegree and the second-order degree is currently unknown.
Example 6. Some examples of second order degrees:
 deg(L(n2)) = 1
 deg(L(2  L(n))) = 2
 deg(L((L(n))2)) = 3
 deg(L((L(n))2) + (L(L(n)))1000) = 3
Lemma 7. Let Q be a second-order polynomial of type m with deg(Q) > 0. Then there is a
rst-order multivariate polynomial t and a nite number of second-order polynomials Q1; : : : ; Q2
with Q = t(n; L(Q1); : : : ; L(Qn)) and maxin deg(Qi) + 2 = deg(Q).
5We point out that this denition diers from the one given in previous versions, in particular in [20].
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Proof. We consider the term-tree of Q, and more specically, all outer-most occurrences of L.
The subtrees below these induce the second-order polynomials Qi. By replacing each occurrence
of L and subsequent subtree by a dierent (rst-order) variable xi, we obtain a term-tree for the
rst-order polynomial q. Computing the degree of Q inductively following Denition 5 yields
the relationship maxin deg(Qi) + 2 = deg(Q).
Just as the degree of an ordinary polynomial uniquely determines its O-notation equivalence
class, we nd a similar result for the second-order degree and second-order polynomials. The
role of the monomials xn are taken by the second-order polynomials Pn dened via P0(p)(k) = k
and Pn+1(p) = p  Pn(p).
Lemma 8. Q 2 O2(PmaxfdegQ;1g) for any second-order polynomial Q.
Proof. By Denition 4, we need to show that for any second-order polynomial Q there are
q 2Mon and n 2 N such that Q(p)(k)  Pmaxfdeg(Q);1g(p q)((k+2)n) for all p 2Mon, k 2 N.
Our proofs proceeds by induction of the degree and the type, implicitly invoking Lemma 7 to
ensure that our cases are indeed exhaustive.
[Case: deg(Q) = 0] In this case Q does not contain the rst-order variable, and thus Q(p) is an
ordinary polynomial q. We nd Q(p)(k) = q(k) = P1(q)(k)  P1(hp; qi)(k + 1).
[Case: Q = t(n; Q1; : : : ; Ql), 8i  l : 0 < deg(Qi) < deg(Q)] By induction hypothesis, let qi, ni
be such that Qi(p)(k)  Pdeg(Q) 1(p  qi)((k + 2)ni) for all p 2 Mon, k 2 N. Let
q0 := hq1; : : : ; qni and n := maxil ni. We now nd that maxilQi(p)(k)  Pdeg(Q) 1(p 
q0)((k + 1)n) for all p 2Mon, k 2 N.
Next, let t0 be the univariate rst-order polynomial obtained from t by identifying all
variables. We can now calculate:
Q(p)(k) t0(max
il
Qi(p)(k))
 t0(Pdeg(Q) 1(p q0)((k + 2)n))
 (p q0  t0)(Pdeg(Q) 1(p q0  t0)((k + 2)n))
= Pdeg(Q)(p q0  t0)((k + 2)n)
Thus, q0  t0 and n witness the claim.
[Case: Q = L(Q1), deg(Q1) = 0] As pointed out above, Q1(p) is some ordinary polynomial q1
not dependent on p. In particular, there is some n 2 N such that q1(k)  (k + 2)n. We
now nd:
Q(p)(k) = p(Q1(p)(k))
= p(q1(k))
 p (k + 1)n
= P1(p)
 
(k + 2)n

 P1(p 1)
 
(k + 2)n

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[Case: Q = L(Q1), deg(Q1) > 0] If Q1(p)(k)  Pdeg(Q1)(p q); (k + 2)n), then:
Q(p)(k) = p(Q1(p)(k))
 p(Pdeg(Q1)(p q)((k + 2)n))
 (p q)(Pdeg(Q1)(p q)((k + 1)n))
= Pdeg(Q)(p q)((k + 2)n)
So the same witnesses working for Q1 also work for Q.
[Case: Q = Q1 +Q2] Let q1, q2, n1, n2 be suitable choices for the component polynomials. Then
we have
Q(p)(k) = Q1(p)(k) +Q2(p)(k)
 Pmaxfdeg(Q1);1g(p q1)
 
(k + 2)n1

+ Pmaxfdeg(Q2);1g(p q2)
 
(k + 2)n2

= (p q1)
 
Pmaxfdeg(Q1);1g 1(p q1)
 
(k + 2)n1

+ (p q2)
 
Pmaxfdeg(Q2);1g 1(p q2)
 
(k + 2)n2

 (p q1)
 
Pmaxfdeg(Q);1g 1
 
p (q1 + q2)
 
(k + 1)maxfn1;n2g

+ (p q2)
 
Pmaxfdeg(Q);1g 1
 
p (q1 + q2)
 
(k + 1)maxfn1;n2g

=
 
p (q1 + q2)
 
Pmaxfdeg(Q);1g 1
 
p (q1 + q2)
 
(k + 2)maxfn1;n2g

= Pmaxfdeg(Q);1g
 
p (q1 + q2)
 
(k + 1)maxfn1;n2g

;
so q1 + q2 and maxfn1; n2g work as witnesses for Q.
Lemma 9. Let P , Q be second-order polynomials, q 2Mon and k 2 N. If there are p 2Mon,
n 2 N such that P (p)(n) > Q(p q)((n+ 2)k), then for every C 2 N there is a p0 2Mon such
that:
(L(P ))(p0)(n) > C + (L(Q))(p0  q)((n+ 2)k)
Proof. By monotonicity and continuity of second-order polynomials, the premise depends only
on the values of p at i < N := P (p)(n). We will obtain p0 by choosing p0(N) suciently large,
extending with p0(N + i) = p0(N) + i, and retaining p0(i) = p(i) for i < N . By writing our the
desired inequality, we nd the criterion:
p0(N) > C + (p q)

Q(p q)((n+ 2)k)

Corollary 10. If L(P ) 2 O2(L(Q)), then P 2 O2(Q).
Proof. We can weaken the claim of Lemma 9 for C = 0 by moving the universal quantiers
over q and k into the premise and conclusion. We arrive at the contraposition of the present
statement.
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Lemma 11. Let P , Q be second-order polynomials, q 2 Mon, k 2 N and r be a rst-order
polynomial with deg r  2. If there are p 2Mon, n 2 N such that P (p)(n) > Q(pq)((n+2)k),
then there is a p0 2Mon such that:
r
 
(L(P ))(p0)(n)

> (L(L(Q)))(p0  q)((n+ 2)k)
Proof. For each C 2 N, we apply Lemma 9 to obtain some p0C with:
(L(P ))(p0C)(n) > C + (L(Q))(p
0
C  q)((n+ 2)k)
Abbreviate N := P (p)(n) and M := maxf0; ((L(Q))(p0  q)((n + 2)k))   Ng. By the actual
construction used in the proof of Lemma 9, we nd that for p0C(N +M) = p
0
C(N) +M . Thus:
(L(L(Q)))(p0  q)((n+ 1)k)  p0C(N) +M + q(N +M)
The desired inequality now is:
r(p0C(N)) > p
0
C(N) +M + q(N +M)
As C goes to innity, also p0C(N) goes to innity. The other components remain unchanged.
As by assumption deg r  2, the left-hand side will increase at least quadratically and the
right-hand side only linear. Thus, by choosing C suciently large, the inequality will become
true.
Corollary 12. If r(L(P )) 2 O2(L(L(Q))) with deg r  2, then P 2 O2(Q).
Proof. We can weaken the claim of Lemma 11 by moving the universal quantiers over q and k
into the premise and conclusion. We arrive at the contraposition of the present statement.
Theorem 13. For n  1 and a second-order polynomial Q we nd that Q 2 O2(Pn) i degQ 
n.
Proof. That degQ  n implies Q 2 O2(Pn) is the statement of Lemma 8. Now to show that if
Q 2 O2(Pn), then degQ  n.
For the other direction, we use induction over the structure of Q as provided by Lemma 7,
and use Corollaries 10, 12 for the individual steps.
4 Failure of cartesian closure
We shall show that the category of Reg-represented spaces and polynomial-time computable
functions is not cartesian closed. For this we dene the functions n : Reg ! Reg via
0(')(w) = w and n+1(')(w) = '(n(')(w)). Then computing n(')(w) takes time 
(Pn(j'j)(jwj)),
as already the length of the output provides a lower bound.
Theorem 14. Let the second-order polynomial P witness polynomial-time computability of a
function F : Reg Reg ! Reg. For no  2 Reg we may have F ( ;') = deg(P )+1(') for
all ' 2 Reg.
Proof. If one considers the runtime bounds available for F by assumption, and for deg(P )+1 as
above, the claim becomes a consequence of Theorem 13.
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Corollary 15. There cannot be an exponential in the category of Reg-represented spaces and
polynomial-time computable functions.
Proof. Any realizer of the evaluation operation would violate Theorem 14.
5 Clocked Type-Two machines
Despite the negative result above, we can identify spaces of functions with some of the desired
properties of exponentials. The required technical tool is a type-two version of clocked Turing
machines. We pick a Universal Turing Machine (UTM) M which simulates eciently, meaning
that on input n; ';w the timeM needs to compute the output of the nth Oracle Turing machine
on input w with oracle ' is bounded by a quadratic polynomial in n and the time T needed
by the nth Turing machine itself to compute the output on w with oracle ' (6). Then M is
extended by a clock evaluating the standard second-order polynomial7 Pm on jhn; 'ij; jwjl for
xed m and some l 2 N encoded as (x 7! xl) 2 Mon and aborts the computation of M once
the runtime exceeds the value of Pm. Denote the resulting machine with M
T=Pm . The runtime
of MT=Pm can be bounded by KP 2m+1+K for some constant K 2 N. In particular we nd that
the second-order degree of the runtime of MT=Pm is m+ 2.
Theorem 16. For any partial function f : Reg ! Reg computable in polynomial time P
with deg(P )  m there are some  2 Reg, n; l 2 N such that for any ' 2 dom(f) we nd
f(') =MT=Pm(hn; h'; i; xli).
Proof. Pick some  2 Reg, l 2 N such that j j 2Mon, l satisfy the criterion in Lemma 8, and
some n that is an index of the machine computing f in time P . The former guarantees that the
clock of MT=Pm does not abort the computation on valid input; its underlying universal Turing
machine then works as intended.
Based on the preceding theorem, we see that rather than a single function space, we obtain a
family of function spaces indexed by a natural number corresponding to the second-order degree.
Given two Reg-represented spaces X, Y we dene the function space CT=Pm(X;Y) by letting
hn;  ; xli 2 Reg be a name for f : X! Y if ' 7!MT=Pm(hn; h'; i; xli) is a realizer of f . This
denition just enforces that Eval : CT=Pm(X;Y)X! Y is computable with polynomial time
bound KP 2m+1 +K.
We can then reformulate Theorem 14 as CT=Pm(Reg;Reg) ( CT=Pm+1(Reg;Reg) and
Theorem 16 as f 2 CT=Pm(X;Y) for any f : X ! Y computable in a polynomial time-bound
of deg  m. We can easily obtain an even stronger version of the latter by adapting the proof:
Corollary 17. For a function f : X! Y the following properties are equivalent:
1. f is computable in polynomial time P with deg(P )  m.
2. f 2 CT=Pm(X;Y) has a polynomial time computable name.
As a name for a function in CT=Pm(X;Y) contains enough information to actually evaluate
it, we immediately obtain the following connection to be computability-theoretic setting:
6A straight-forward adaption of the classical result by Hennie and Stearns [12] provides the existence of such
a universal machine.
7More generally, we could use an arbitrary time-constructible function in place of Pm. That Pm actually is
time-constructible is witnessed by m.
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Observation 18. id : CT=Pm(X;Y)! C(X;Y) is computable.
Obtaining oracles allowing function evaluation within given time-bounds is not necessarily
computable, even if the existence of such bounds is promised:
Proposition 19. There is a Reg-represented space X and a function H : X! Reg such that
H 2 CT=Pm+1(X;Reg) has a polynomial-time computable name, H 2 CT=Pm(X;Reg), but
H 2 CT=Pm(X;Reg) has no computable name.
Proof. Let h : N ! f0; 1g be the Halting problem, and let X := f 2 Reg j jm+1()(v)j
mod 2 = h(jvj)g. Dene H : X ! Reg via H()(v) = h(jvj). On the one hand, H is
clearly linear-time reducible to m+1, and as such has a polynomial-time computable name
in CT=Pm+1(X;Reg). On the other hand, H is clearly linear-time reducible to h, and as such is
computable in linear time relative to an oracle { thus H 2 CT=Pm(X;Reg).
As the only restriction for membership in X is given via the values of m+1, any function
computable in second-order time Pm, even if equipped with a computable oracle, cannot solve
H by Theorem 14.
Corollary 20. There is a Reg-represented space X such that the polynomial-time computable
map id : CT=Pm(X;Reg)! CT=Pm+1(X;Reg) is not computably invertible.
We shall conclude this section by noting some nice closure properties of the slicewise polynomial-
time function spaces:
Proposition 21. The following functions are polynomial-time computable:
1. eval : CT=Pm(X;Y)X! Y dened by eval(f; x) = f(x).
2. curry : CT=Pm(X  Y;Z) ! CT=Pm(X; CT=Pm(Y;Z)) dened by curry(f) = x 7! (y 7!
f(x; y)).
3. uncurry : CT=Pm(X; CT=Pn(Y;Z))! CT=Pm+n(XY;Z) dened by uncurry(f) = (x; y) 7!
f(x)(y).
4.  : CT=Pm(Y;Z) CT=Pn(X;Y)! CT=Pn+m(X;Z), the composition of functions
5.  : CT=Pm(X;Y) CT=Pm(U;Z)! CT=Pm(XU;Y  Z)
6. const : Y ! CT=Pm(X;Y) dened by const(y) = (x 7! y).
Proof. All these results are obtained by standard constructions on Turing machines (as in [26,
Proposition 3.3]) coupled with a straight-forward analysis of the asymptotic runtime.
Instead of xing the second-order degree of the polynomial run-times, we could consider the
function space
`
n2N CT=Pn containing all polynomial-time computable functions. The items
2:   6: from Proposition 21 immediately carry over as polynomial-time computable. However,
evaluation no longer is polynomial-time computable (Corollary 15).
6 Eectively polynomial-bounded spaces
Our next goal is to investigate restrictions we can employ on X (and later on Y) in order to
force the collapse of the time hierarchy CT=Pm(X;Y)  CT=Pm+1(X;Y). The collapse will only
occur at the second level, as this is the minimal level where a query to the second-order input
may depend on the result of another such query, which is required in order to fully utilize the
function-argument depending on the input-argument.
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Denition 22. We call X eectively polynomially bounded (epb)8 , i it admits a Reg-
representation X such that there is a constant c 2 N and a monotone polynomial Q : N ! N
s.t.:
8' 2 dom(X) 8i 2 N j'j(i)  cj'j(c)cQ(i)
Theorem 23. Let X be epb. Then for any m  2 we nd CT=P2(X;Y) = CT=Pm(X;Y) where
= denotes polytime isomorphic.
Proof. It suces to show only the direction : CT=Pm(X;Y) ! CT=P2(X;Y). Let M be the
UTM used in the denition of CT=Pm(X;Y), letM 0 behave with the oracle h'; h ; 0ii in exactly
the same way as M does with h'; i, and then nally, use M 0 to dene CT=P2(X;Y).
The assumption that X is epb allows us to estimate:
Pm(jh'; ij)(k) = jh'; ij(Pm 1(jh'; ij)(k))
 cj'j(c)cQ(Pm 1(jh'; ij)(k)) j j(Pm 1(jh'; ij)(k))
 (cQc  j j)(Pm 1(jh'; ij)((k + 1)c))
 (cQc  j j)

(cQc + j j)(Pm 2(jh'; ij)((k + 1)c2))

 (cQc  j j)(m)(jh'; ij((k + 1)cm))
 P2(jh'; ij  (cQc  j j)(m))((k + 1)cm)
Now given  , we can compute some  0 with jh'; ij(cQcj j)(m)  jhh'; i;  0ij in polynomial
time (note that Q, c and m are all constants here). The l in the original name is replaced by
lcm.
It is worthwhile pointing out that the function spaces for computability do not only contain
the computable functions as elements, but comprise exactly the continuous functions as discussed
very well in [1], yielding a structure dubbed category extension in [26, 25]. This is due to the fact
that the (partial) functions f : NN ! NN arising as sections of computable (partial) functions
F : NN  NN ! NN are just the continuous functions.
In a similar way, we shall investigate which functions appear in a space CT=P2(X;Y) for epb
X. It turns out that (a modication of) uniform continuity plays a central role. A connection
between run-time bounds and the modulus of continuity was also found for multivalued functions
in [29].
Denition 24. We call a partial function f : Reg ! Reg polytime-locally uniformly contin-
uous, if there is a polynomial-time computable function  : Reg ! N, such that dom(f) 
dom() and any f j 1(fng) is uniformly continuous.
Theorem 25. Let X  Reg be epb. Then for f : X! Reg the following are equivalent:
1. f is polytime-locally uniformly continuous
2. f 2 CT=P2(X;Reg)
Proof. 1:) 2: Given Theorem 23 and Corollary 17, it suces to show that such an f is
polynomial-time computable relative to some oracle  . We start by some  2 Mon
such that i 7! (hn; ii) is a modulus of continuity of f j 1(fng). Then f(')(u) depends
8 Note that the epb-condition acts on the domain of the representation only, it does not relate to any hypo-
thetical additional structure available on X (such as a metric). In particular, this condition is unrelated to the
notion of a concise representation introduced by Weihrauch in [37].
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only on values '(w) with jwj  (h('); juji), and we may encode this dependency in
some table  . In order to write the query to  , the machine needs time 2(h(');juji). By
providing h2;  i as an oracle, this time is made available.
2:) 1: By continuing the estimate from the proof in Theorem 23 we obtain an upper bound for
the evaluation of f given its CT=P2(X;Reg)-name  depending only on  , l and j'(c)j,
but beyond that not on '. In particular, for xed j'(c)j, there is a bound  : N! N such
that to compute f(')(w), ' is only queried on inputs v with jvj  (jwj) { but this is
uniform continuity. It is clear that ' 7! j'(c)j is a polynomial-time computable map.
Note that the same argument used for 1: ) 2: in the preceding proof also establishes that
CT=P2(R;R) contains all the continuous functions, where R is represented as suggested in [17],
as observed by the rst author in [16]. In particular, R as dened there is an epb space { and
the best example of an epb space available to us.
Observation 26. If X and Y are epb, then so are X + Y and X  Y. Any subspace of an
epb-space is epb itself. However, CT=P2(X;Y) is not necessarily epb. If X = X0, we also cannot
conclude that X0 is epb, as X0 may have superuous fast-growing names9.
Given the strong restrictions the wish for polynomial-time evaluation requires on the func-
tions represented in the function space construction, it might seem tempting to accept a function
space construction with some slower notion of evaluation, if this would allow us to recover all
continuous functions. However, Feree and Hoyrup showed as [11, Theorem 3.1] that if X
is a Polish space that is not -compact, then there are no representations of X and the space
C(X;R) of continuous functions that would render eval : X  C(X;R) ! R computable within
any timebound at all10.
7 Padding, Weihrauch reducibility and polytime admissibility
In this section we shall explore two distinct but similar arguments based on using padding-
like concepts on the codomain of a function in order to make time bounds irrelevant. This
technique both reveals polynomial-time admissibility as a far too restrictive concept (as opposed
to computable admissibility) and allows us to draw some conclusions about degree structures.
We dene aReg-representation  of Cantor space via dom() = f' 2 Reg j range(j'j) = Ng
and (')(i) = '(0n)(i) where n = minfj 2 N j j'(0j)j = ig. Now any Cantor-representation 
can be turned into a Reg-representation by composing with , and by this we obtain a strong
correspondence between computability and polynomial-time computability.
Proposition 27. A function f : X ! (Y; Y) is computable if and only if f : X ! (Y; Y  )
is polynomial-time computable.
Proof. The map  is computable, this provides one direction. For the other direction, note that
a computation providing a result in (Y; Y  ) can safely be delayed as long as required to stay
within any given time bound.
9This aspect raises the question whether there is a convenient characterization of representations that are
polynomial-time equivalent to an epb representation.
10They suggest to use higher-order functionals on the machine level to retain spaces of continuous function with
ecient evaluation. However, as shown by Schroder (personal communication), this would change the notion
of computability, too.
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Weihrauch reducibility (e.g. [6, 5, 4, 13]) is a computable many-one reduction between multi-
valued functions that serves as the basis of a metamathematical research programme. Likewise,
a reduction that could be called polynomial-time Weihrauch reducibility has been investigated
by some authors (e.g. [3, 17]).
Denition 28 (Weihrauch reducibility). Let f; g be multi-valued functions on represented
spaces. Then f is said to be Weihrauch reducible to g, in symbols f W g, if there are com-
putable functions K;H : Reg! Reg such that Khid; GHi ` f for all G ` g.
If K and H can be chosen to be polynomial-time computable, then f is polynomial-time
Weihrauch reducible to g, in symbols f PW g.
In [25] abstract principles were demonstrated that provide a very similar degree structure for
both. Let (W;u;t;) and (P;u;t;) be the corresponding degree structures for Weihrauch re-
ducibility and polynomial-time Weihrauch reducibility. The operations t and  are obtained by
the straight-forward lift of the coproduct + and product  from represented spaces to multival-
ued functions between them. Given f : X Y and g : U V, we dene fug : XU Y+V
by (f u g)(x; u) = (f0g  f(x)) [ (f1g  g(u)). We then nd:
Corollary 29. (W;u;t;) embeds as a substructure into (P;u;t;).
Proof. The embedding is given by mapping f : (X; X) ! (Y; Y) to f = f : (X; X) !
(Y; Y  ). By Proposition 27 it follows that f W g i f PW g. That u;t; are preserved
just follows from the observation that these commute with the replacement  7!   .
A further important operation on Weihrauch degrees, denoted by ?, was introduced in [8, 7]
and shown to always exist in [9]. The crucial property is that f ? g W maxWff 0  g0 j f 0 W
f^g0 W gg, i.e. f ?g is the maximal degree that can be solved by rst using something reducible
to g and then something reducible to f . For polynomial-time Weihrauch reducibility, a similar
operation does not exist though:
Theorem 30. There are computable functions f : Reg ! Reg, g : Reg ! Reg such that
ff 0  g0 j f 0 PW f ^ g0 PW gg has no maximal element w.r.t. PW.
Proof. Let g be the constant function returning exp, where exp(w) = 0
jwjjwj . Let g0 be
polynomial-time Weihrauch reducible to g, where polynomial-time computability of the outer
reduction witness K is witnessed by the second-order polynomial T . Then for any polynomial-
time computable , we nd that g0() is asymptotically bounded by an exponential tower of
height 2deg T . Conversely, any constant function returning n exp where n exp(w) = 0
jwj"" is
polynomial-time Weihrauch reducible to g.
Let (fn : N ! N)n2N be some eective enumeration of functions growing faster than any
exponential tower, such that for the induced word functions n with n(w) = 0
fn(jwj) we nd
that there is a polynomial-time computable h with h(n) = m only if m  n. (TODO: give
a concrete example. maybe from the E-hierarchy?). Now we dene f : Reg ! Reg by
 2 dom(f) i j j grows at least as fast as n "" j (0)j, and then f( ) = j (0)j.
The constant functions returning n now constitute an unbounded increasing sequence in
ff 0  g0 j f 0 PW f ^ g0 PW gg w.r.t. PW.
The characterization of admissibility that admits a translation into the setting of compu-
tational complexity is due to Schroder [31] (see also [26]). Given the Sierpinski space S and
the function space C( ; ), we nd that there is a canonic map X : X ! C(C(X;S); S) with
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(x)(f) = f(x). A space X is called computably admissible, if X admits a computable partial
inverse.
The space S has the underlying set f>;?g, and the representation S : Reg ! S dened
by S(') = > i 9w : '(w) = 1. By the same argument as Proposition 27, any computable
function into S is computable in polynomial time { in fact, even linear time suces. Thus,
just as in Section 6 we can use the space CT=P1(X; S) as a function space and subsequently
obtain a denition of polynomial-time admissibility by calling X polynomial-time admissible i
the (polynomial-time computable) map X : X! CT=P1(CT=P1(X; S); S) has a polynomial-time
computable partial inverse. However, this notion is of limited use:
Proposition 31. If x 2 X for polynomial-time admissible X has a computable name, then it
has a polynomial-time computable name.
Proof. As polynomial-time computable functions preserve polynomial-time computable names,
this follows from a function f : CT=P1(X; S) ! S being polynomial-time computable i it is
computable together with Corollary 17.
Note that this implies that all the representations suggested in [17] fail to be polynomial-time
admissible, despite appearing to be very reasonable choices11.
8 Conclusions
The trusted techniques developed for the theory of represented spaces and computable func-
tions are insucient to fully comprehend polynomial-time computability. Function spaces are
not always available, and even where they are, they might dier from the familiar one of the
continuous functions. Instead, some form of uniform continuity will be appear as the central
notion.
What can be used as a guiding principle for the choice of representations is the epb property.
If compatible with other criteria, choosing a representation that makes a space epb also makes
function spaces well-behaved. For example, separable metric spaces are traditionally represented
by encoding points by fast converging sequences of basic elements. For computability theory
it does not matter what fast means { for complexity theory it does. A sensible choice could
be: As fast as possible while retaining the epb property. Whether this already determines a
representation up to polynomial-time equivalence is open, though.
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